89 mazda truck

The Mazda B series is a series of pickup trucks that was manufactured by Mazda. Produced
across five generations from to , the model line began life primarily as a commercial vehicle,
slotted above a kei truck in size. Through its production, Mazda used engine displacement to
determine model designations; a B was fitted with a 1. In Japan, the B-series was referred to as
the Mazda Proceed for much of its production, with several other names adopted by the model
line. Thailand used the Mazda Magnum, Thunder, and Fighter names. Mazda's first vehicles
were three-wheeled trucks, also known as auto rickshaws starting with the Mazda-Go in ,
followed with the Mazda K in , the Mazda T , and the larger Mazda T That engine was replaced by
a water-cooled unit in and joined by the larger capacity D In , passenger car size requirements
no longer applied to commercial vehicles and the truck grew longer, with a two-liter D available
and the smallest D discontinued. This model was the only Japanese market model to be badged
under the B-series naming scheme, i. The BUD61 second generation that followed was the first
model of the long-running "Proceed" series sold in Japan. The BUB61 had a new, upside-down,
trapezoidal grille instead of the earlier full-width unit, with thirteen bars rather than nine, turn
signals on the fenders, and more chrome trimâ€”including a decor strip on the side. In addition
to the standard two-door "styleside" pickup truck body there were also a double-cab truck, and
a similar double-cab version called the "pickup. This model was a two-door, fully glazed van
with a fold-down tailgate and an electrically powered window, which was rare in the Japanese
market at the time. These three models were built on the shorter wheelbase chassis; when the
longer chassis was introduced it was not deemed worthwhile to create new bodywork. These
models were produced for only a few months. In March , the Proceed , with a smaller 1.
Assembly started in at Steel's Motor Assemblies, which also built the Toyota Corona and later
became Toyota New Zealand's Christchurch plant after a government order for units. The model
remained in local assembly at various plants for several generations. The B series was
introduced to the United States with the B In , the similar rotary -powered Rotary Pickup was
released in the US. The engine was enlarged to 1. It was known in the Japanese market as the
"Proceed", where it was also sold as the Ford Courier. Its strong sales in the US
marketâ€”mostly with Ford badgingâ€”relieved Mazda's pressing cash flow troubles in the
period following the s energy crisis. It was sold from to and appears to only have been available
in the US and Canada. It is estimated that just over 15, units were built. Most were made for the
model year PA chassis , but the effect of the energy crisis on sales caused Mazda to restamp
many of the models with a prefix "S", designating them as models; SPA Approximately units
were built for the model year, when the four-speed manual transmission was upgraded to a
five-speed. About 3, units were manufactured, after which the REPU was discontinued due to
poor sales. Most of the trucks are found on the West Coast of the US; they continue to be
sought out by enthusiasts. Like the other mini-pickups of the time, it featured a sub The body
styling was effectively that of the related Mazda B series, but its frontal treatment was unique;
its grille was designed to emulate that of the larger Ford F series and large, single headlights
were fitted instead of the B series's smaller twin units. A four-speed manual transmission was
standard; a three-speed automatic option was also offered. A five-speed manual option was
added in Badging was changed several times in the first generation of the series. In , the tailgate
read "Ford Courier" in large, raised letters; there was a small "Courier" badge on the front of the
hood. From until , the hood badging read "Ford". In , the tailgate read "Courier" in large letters,
with a small "Ford" badge on the upper left. In , it read "Ford" in large letters, with a small
"Courier" badge on the lower right. In , the cab was lengthened by 75 millimetres 3. The model's
third generation was introduced in April as the PE chassis for the Proceed The new model was
more comfortable than the previous; it had a woodgrain dashboard and other luxuries. Outside
Japan it was sold as the B and later as the B, which was originally sold only in North America. In
the US for the model year, it was sold as the B, which used a 2. The diesel 2. The 2. In Japan,
this truck was discontinued in October because commercial customers preferred vans over the
less space-efficient, bonneted trucks. The B was also available in a long-bed version with a
longer wheelbase and rear overhang, which was given the model name Sundowner in some
marketsâ€”a reference to nomadic Australian herders who would make camp wherever they
were at sundown. The regular model code UC11 was changed to UC21 when it was fitted with a
long bed. The chassis coding system used for the US market in when a standardized VIN code
was introduced. This change led to a second coding system, complicating the identification and
grouping of these trucks. The B series was reskinned during , with new sheetmetal below the
belt line, and was replaced in January Gulf Auto Restorations in New Zealand also built a run of
double-cab Ford Couriers in , long before Mazda themselves developed such a model. In , the
Courier was redesigned and various new options were made available. The truck was available
with front disc brakes and a Ford-built 2. The key feature distinguishing the Courier from
Mazda's B series was the single headlights, although with park and indicator lights were placed

inset starting in The optional Ford 2. The Courier was never available with a diesel engine in the
US. However, the Mazda B was available with the S2 , a Perkins-built 4. This diesel engine was
also available for the and Ford Ranger; for the to Ford Rangers it was replaced with the 2. The
Courier continued to be sold in North America until the model year , when power steering was
added. Australian models were redesigned in or Between and , a number of electric Ford
Couriers were produced. Jet Industries purchased " vehicle gliders "â€”Ford Courier bodies
without engines, and fitted them with a series-connected direct current motor and lead-acid
accumulators; they labeled the vehicles the Jet Industries ElectraVan These were sold mainly as
service trucks, generally to local government departments. A number of these vehicles still
exist, usually with upgraded motor control systems and higher-voltage battery packs. In , the
Mitsubishi engine was replaced with a new family of Mazda powerplants. This generation also
returned to the Japanese market as the "Proceed", where it was marketed mostly as a "lifestyle"
truck. The Proceed Marvie had a UV chassis code. It had three rows of seats, with the rearmost
accessible by walking past the second row on the left. A similar version of the vehicle was
developed in Thailand, where it was sold as a version of the Mazda B series. In , the larger
Mitsubishi carbureted engine was replaced with Mazda's more powerful, 2. The new model was
named Biâ€”"i" for injection. Upon its North American debut in for the model year, the B was
praised by automotive critics for its comfortable ride, smooth handling, and general car-like feel
despite its ability to perform tasks required of a truck. In addition to the standard cab which was
available with a short bed or long bed, Mazda offered an extended cab version with jump seats
called the Cab Plus. For three consecutive years , , , Mazda trucks were rated number one in
overall customer satisfaction by J. Power and Associates. For the model year, the only available
models were the B only available in 4x2 and the B 4x4. The latter model was powered with a 2.
The B was introduced as a replacement for the B in , and the B was discontinued after the
model year. For the model year, the B was given a Mazda G6 fuel-injected engine and was
renamed the Bi. At this point, the Bi became available either in 4x4 or 4x2, alongside the B
which remained only available as a 4x2. All Bi models were equipped with a different hood with
a distinct center bulge to accommodate the larger motor. The B 4x4 and subsequent Bi 4x4
models had their own styling distinctions such as fender flares, a wider front bumper, and mud
guards. For the â€”93 model years, the LX trim level was renamed the LE The base model was a
utilitarian vehicle and featured no amenities. The standard cab came standard with breathable
vinyl upholstery, full brushed-nap carpeting, and steel wheels with blackwall radial tires. The
Cab Plus base model came standard with body side pinstripes, swing-out rear side windows,
checkered tweed reclining bucket seats, full cut-pile carpeting, a sports-type moulded shifter
boot, a remote control fuel-filler door release, and a storage box for jack and tools. The LX was
the top-of-the-line trim level, and marketed as a luxury truck. Although the North American
Mazda B series remained largely unchanged throughout its eight-year run, there were minor
cosmetic refreshes. For the model year, it was replaced with a larger painted plastic piece to
match the colors of the grille itself. This remained unchanged throughout the remainder of the B
series' run. The model year saw the first major refresh in the B series: the front bumper and
grille, which had been painted a dark metallic satin grey with light grey headlight bezels, were
changed to black with light grey headlight bezels. Also for , the wheels for the Bi 4x4 SE-5 were
changed from chrome to a new alloy design. For the model year, the LE-5 4x2 models also
received alloy wheels. In the SE-5, the most noticeable yearly changes were the gradual
disappearance of its stripes. The SE-5 model featured a stripe kit that covered a large portion of
the body running along the waistline of the front fenders and doors, and along the shoulder of
the bed , with bold lines separating a monochrome color scheme and reading "SE-5" in front of
the taillights written either in black or white. The SE-5 featured a less prominent gradient-style
stripe kit that started from the waistline of the doors and ran across towards the taillights. This
variant remained mostly unchanged until the end of the B series' run in Partway through the
model year, beginning in limited markets in June and expanding to the whole country in
September, Mazda introduced a rebadged version of the Ford Ranger. Because of declining
sales and a lack of significant updates to its parent platform, the Ford-built B series was
discontinued after the model year. The North American Ranger was discontinued at the end of
with the closure of the Twin Cities plant. From to [31] a badge-engineered version of the Mazda
Proceed Marvie wagon was sold as the Ford Raider. In the model year, Mazda renewed its B
series for international markets. Production at the AutoAlliance Thailand plant began in May
Production also began that year at the Ford Motor Company Philippines plant. The truck was
sold in more than countries under a variety of names. They had a 2. The rest of the range was
revised in and In Australia , in January , the Courier received a 4. There were two fuel tank sizes
available. After struggling to establish market share in North America during the s against
Toyota and Nissan, the B-Series was shifted to highest-selling model line in segment. Sharing

identical mechanical underpinnings with the Ranger, the Mazda B-Series was produced with a
high degree of visual similarity to its Ford counterpart. The B-Series received distinct body
panels for the front fascia and pickup truck bed; extended cabs were distinguished with
separate exterior trim. Through its production, the Ford-produced B-Series followed the
development of the Ranger in its body and chassis, undergoing a substantial update for the
model year. During the s, the Mazda Truck was gradually phased out of the Mazda product
range and was discontinued after in the United States in Canada ; the final vehicle was
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Crossover SUV. Proceed Levante. Proceed Marvie. Bongo Brawny. Roadpacer AP. Won't run on
regular gas; must have 89 octane or higher otherwise it shakes badly and knocks itself out of
gear. Great little truck. Just casually putts down the road like it should. I drive it about 4 miles
each day sometimes more and it is great on gas either way. However even though the owner's
manual calls for 87 octane gas, it won't run on that as it shakes and knocks itself out of gear so
you have to use 89 octane gas in it. The transmission is so smooth when it shifts it doesn't even
feel like you just shifted. This is my first vehicle and it is amazing; as a mechanic I'm very
impressed with it and love to work on it. I also love the bench seat as I don't like bucket seats in
old trucks like this. Review Date: 2nd January, Well, at K miles while driving on the interstate,
the engine lost power and wouldn't restart. A garage I trust found the front of the crank at the
pulley for the timing belt had broken off. Asked them to put in a reman short block, but was
advised to just replace the crankshaft as all the cylinders had about lbs and the engine was very
clean. If you overfill these engines even a little, they will smoke at start-up. Checked the oil and
it was a little high. Told the guy about my experience and posts on bulletin boards about smoke
and overfilling the crankcase, and he opened the drain plug with the engine warm and made a
mess draining out "a little" and passed on my offer to buy the truck that day. Stopped in to see
him about a week later and he said the smoking stopped, not for sale. Sturdy little truck. Best
vehicle I've owned. Only got about 13 MPG towing and 21 not towing highway can get if you
only go 55, but It's not a quick truck, but very durable. Replaced all universals at K just because.
Replaced the clutch with the crank because the garage said they could do it for no labor since
the engine was already out and I was spending so much for the new crank. Review Date: 23rd
October, My Mazda B continues to be reliable, comfortable, inexpensive to maintain, and good
on gas. Twice in 20 years I had to get a new muffler Otherwise, other than regular maintenance,
nothing at all has gone wrong with my B All I have spent is regular maintenance costs. The seat
is extremely comfortable for me, and yet I have chronic back pain. In almost 22 years, I've had 2
mufflers, new brakes maybe 4 times, one new set of tires when the old ones started to fade the
last ones are still good , one new pair of headlights, and had the screen in front of the
windshield repainted as its paint started peeling. I traveled with a camper on it for 6 weeks,
reaching the Yukon from my home on Vancouver Island, and driving over kilometers on isolated
Northern roads, alone with my dog. I trusted my truck completely as I had it serviced before

leaving at my local excellent Mazda dealership. The truck and service center are both simply
awesome. I believe that regular maintenance is the key here, and yes, I did get a good vehicle to
start with and agree that sometimes, one gets the rotten apple, luckily, that's not me this time.
Review Date: 1st March, I just bought my first vehicle and it's a B Sport : Wondering if anyone
had an idea on common places oil leaks.. I went through 3 quarts of oil in km; I'm told this is a
lot. I love this truck, the km was awesome. I really really don't want to see this thing go. Please
respond. PCV valve stopped up and the truck kept stalling. Choke cable is missing from
carburetor. General Comments: Great little truck. Comment on this review. Actions Fix the
spelling and grammar Delete this review. Summary: Best vehicle I've owned over 40 years of
driving Faults: Well, at K miles while driving on the interstate, the engine lost power and
wouldn't restart. General Comments: Best vehicle I've owned. Summary: My Mazda B continues
to be reliable, comfortable, inexpensive to maintain, and good on gas Faults: Twice in 20 years I
had to get a new muffler And that's it!!! I really love my little truck and will use it as long as
possible. View 3 replies Reply to this comment. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete
this comment. View 6 more comments. Next Page of Reviews Write a Review. Free black book
market values for buying, selling, or trade-ins. Vehicle brakes are vital to your safety when
driving. What signs indicate that they're wearing out? By Zach Bowman For those who suffer a
daily commute through heavy traffic, your vehicle's braking system can bring thousands of
pounds of metal, plastic and empty Starbucks cups to a stop hundreds of times before you get
to work. It goes without saying that these pieces wear out, but they do so slowly, meaning you
may not notice they need attention until Read more. That little light can mean a lot of things.
How do you know if it's a serious pr A how to on the pros and cons to taking your automobile to
the dealer or the loc New User? Sign Up Log In. Car Prices. My Garage. Need Help? Do you own
this car? Enter current mileage for most accurate info about this vehicle. Mileage: Zip Code:.
Condition: Clean Average Rough. Retail Value. Trade-In Value. Choosing the right time to sell
can help you keep your cost of vehicle ownership low. Values typically dip sharply after the
initial new sale, then again at , miles or 5 years. Zip Code:. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
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blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
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on, trade it in, give it a second life. Mazda uses cookies in order to provide the best possible
experience to users of this site. By continuing to use mazda. The model was available with a 2.
A sporty appearance was achieved through headlights with integrated fog lights, six in-line
round rear taillights and a rear spoiler with a high mount stop lamp. A chic leather interior was
also offered. Front wheel drive was adopted. Suzuki's cc, in-line 3-cylinder, valve engine was
installed. This was a legitimate sportscar in which driving pleasure was throughly pursued.
Following its debut at the Chicago Auto Show, the car received a great response from across
the world. In Japan, car-ordering events were held in various locations. With the affordable price
of 1. Sports full-time 4WD:To pursue driving pleasure, full-time 4WD with a center differential
using a viscous limited slip differential was added. Japan's first unequal torque distribution of
43 : 57 was implemented. Practical full-time 4WD: Planetary geared center differential with front
and rear wheel torque distribution of 50 : 50 was adopted. Retractable headlight was adopted on
the low hood. Unconstrained exterior appearance is coupled with simple, but well-tailored
leather or fabric interior. Making a comfortable space was pursued, paying attention to
achieving silky-smooth driving and operation feel. Hi-reflex coating was adopted for some
models. Adopted the world's first speed sensitive four-wheel steering system. Models with a RF
diesel engine featuring a pressure wave super charger and a full-time 4WD system were
introduced in July. This model was a 3-door hatchback with a large glassed area. Twin-tube
low-pressure gas charged shock absorber and disc brakes on all four wheels helped balance
fun driving and a smooth ride. Twin scroll turbo spec was offered with Mazda's first V6 engine.
In addition, a model with a turbocharged 13B rotary engine was available. Auto-adjusting
suspension was adopted while type-E multi-link suspension was installed for rear. Roll bar was
adopted. Japan's first full-time four wheel drive system was equipped. Vehicle height adjusting
suspention was adopted for some models. Practical 4WD is also available with cc engine.
Increased overall height, width and wheel base realized roomy cabin space. SS suspension was
installed. Damping force variable damper was adopted for some models for the first time in this
class. This kg truck was available with a 1. A high-roof model was also offered. Some variants
offered three rows of full-flat reclining seats and some featured swivel seats that could be
turned around to face the rear. Some variants offered two rows of full-flat reclining seats. The
model was available with a 1. It seated nine or ten people. Some variants offered three rows of
full-flat reclining seats. The models were available with Mazda stable combustion 1. This model
featured a 2,cc HA diesel engine with a sub-transmission enabling ten-speed gearing. It seated
26 people. High roof and air-conditioned models were added. High-back seating was offered for
all variants. This model came in two body types: four-door hardtop with wrap-around rear
window and four-door saloon. Five engines were available: a 12A rotary engine with six-port
induction, a 2. The rotary engine variant was introduced in November. In pursuit of higher
aerodynamic performance, wedge-shaped and slanted-nose design were adopted as the basic
proportions of this model. Retractable headlights were adopted. The model was developed as
high-end specialty car. Four-door saloon was introduced in October. A model featuring the 12A
rotary engine with six-port induction was introduced at the end of November. Weight was
reduced by using high-tensile steel for the traditional box section frame and truck box. This
model came in two body types: a three-door and five-door hatchback. FF front-wheel drive was
adopted for this Familia for the first time. The model featured a 1. Four wheel independent
suspension was adopted with strut suspension in the front and SS suspension in the rear.
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overall width x 1,mm overall height. The FC was powered by the 13B rotary engine horsepower
in a front midship layout, and retained a loyal fan base even after the third-generation model
was introduced. Four-door hardtop was introduced in October. Maximum output of the 3.
Two-way shift sub-transmission was installed. A comfortable cabin was achieved with reclining
seats and multi-use seats. Some models featured full-flat reclining seats, rear lounge seats and
rear reclining seats. Newly establishes "Mazda rotary Midosuji" showroom.

